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If , then we have
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If , then we get
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Finally, if , then we arrive at
(18)
Based on the above second central moment values of the
partial autocorrelation functions with respect to the rectangular,
half-sine, and raised-cosine chip waveforms, the corresponding
expectation values in of (7) as well as
can be obtained.
Fig.1. InterferencepowerI of(6)versusthenormalizedspacing,￿(u￿v)
between two subcarrier frequencies f and f , with respect to the rectangular,
half-sine, and raised-cosine chip waveforms.
Upon substituting these expectation values into (6) and (5),
the variance of and corresponding to the rectangular,
half-sine, or raised-cosine chip waveforms can be evaluated.
Specifically, for the case of ,w eh a v e
Rectangular
Half-sine
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which are some of the typicalvariance values for theMUI in the
context of single-carrier DS-CDMA schemes.
Having obtained the statistics of both the MPI as well as
the MAI, the average BER of the generalized MC DS-CDMA
system communicating over multipath Nakagami- fading
channels can be estimated using [1, eq. (47)], with respect to
the three classes of chip waveforms considered.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Fig.1givesusaninsightintotheinterferencebehaviorfordif-
ferentchipwaveformsassociatedwithdifferentsubcarrierspac-
ings. Let us assume that is one of the subcarrier frequencies
ofthereferencesignal,while isoneofthesubcarrierfrequen-
cies used by the interfering signals. According to the results of
Fig. 1, we observe that, for all the chip waveforms considered,
the interference power decreases, when increasing the absolute
spacing value of .I fw eh a v e , which im-
plies that , the spreading sequences using a rectangular
chip waveform impose the highest interference power, while
using a raised-cosine chip waveform results in the lowest inter-
ference power. When increasing the spacing , we can
observe that there exists a spacing range, where the rectangular
chipwaveformoutperformsboththehalf-sineandtheraised-co-
sine chip waveforms. The results of Fig. 1 demonstrate that the
interference power at the point of is more than 20
times higher than that at the point of .